PICTURE BOOKS

- The Berenstain bears' new baby by Stan Berenstain
- I used to be famous by Tara Luebbe & Becky Cattie
- Monkey: not ready for the baby by Marc Tolon Brown
- Hannah is a big sister by Alyssa Satin Capucilli
- Henry is a big brother by Alyssa Satin Capucilli
- The newbies by Peter Catalanotto
- The new small person by Lauren Child
- Mission: new baby/Top-secret info for big brothers & sisters by Susan Hood
- Bobo and the new baby by Rebecca Minhsuan Huang
- I’m not little! by Alison Inches

- Here she is! by Catherine Leblanc
- The new baby by Mercer Mayer
- 15 things not to do with a baby by Margaret McAllister
- We are brothers, we are friends by Alexandra Penfold
- Splat and the new baby by Rob Scotton
- One special day by Lola Schaefer
- Dear Baby: letters from your big brother by Sarah Sullivan
- Pecan pie baby by Jacqueline Woodson

NON-FICTION BOOKS

- Baby on the way by William Sears, Martha Sears, and Christie Watts Kelly
- New brothers and sisters by Elizabeth Raum
- Ready, set . baby!, by Elizabeth Rusch